
Jersey City, New Jersey lies on the
Hudson River, directly across from New
York. It is a city that is a microcosm of
America: early industrial development,
legendary political corruption, decline,
redevelopment, new immigrants from
around the world, poverty and
gentrification, gleaming towers for
financial companies and luxury
apartments facing the Manhattan
skyline.

Into Jersey City’s bubbling mix
comes Mana Contemporary, a venue
that is a hybrid of art and the business
of art. Its multiple ambitions reflect the
energy of a global art-industrial

complex that melds commerce and
aesthetics on a super-sized scale.

Mana Contemporary is an art
center housed in a former tobacco
factory, repurposed as 400,000 square
feet of pristine space. The business side
of Mana is comprised of art shipping,
storage, and management services.
There are artist’s studios, Shen Wei
Dance Arts, and soon buildings for the
fashion industry and new media.

Mana’s mission includes showing
the art collection of The Eileen S.
Kaminsky Family Foundation, an artist
residency program, and The Middle East
Center for the Arts, devoted to art from

that region’s many cultures. It is the
brainchild of two of Mana’s founders,
artists Eugene Lemay and Yigal Ozeri.
Starting on April 1, MECA opened an
exhibition exploring trends in Israeli art.
Asian Contemporary Art, an exhibition
program, will begin in the fall.

Starting in March, Mana presented
a sculptural installation by Joshua Kirsch
and “New Acquisitions and Prints from
The Kaminsky Family Foundation”, the
foundation’s third exhibition. This
selection from Eileen S. Kaminsky’s
collection of contemporary art is a
wide-ranging affair, with an emphasis
on the personal, the painterly, and the
surreal, often combined in a single
work. The exhibition’s spirit is
exemplified by Shuttbild/60Malaktion, a
piece by the Austrian Actionist
Hermann Nitsch which combines
elements from 1994 and 2011. A
wooden altar faces a large painting
with a shirt hanging as a crucifix and
stained with red pigment like a wound,
flanked by two smaller, gestural works.
Nitsch realized the work in a ritualized
performance at the Mike Weiss Gallery
in 2011.

If Nitsch is the presiding elder in
the Kaminsky exhibition, a younger
generation of subversive artists is
represented by the work of Joyce
Pensato, who recently had a well-
received show at Frederick Petzel
Gallery. Her black and white painting,
Psycho-Killer Felix, is a one-legged, bug-
eyed fur ball version of the famous cat,
looking like he would not hurt a fly.

Pensato’s lithograph is a part of a
handsome Exit Art portfolio on display,
with works of 10 artists, including
Elizabeth Murray, Brendan Cass, Walton
Ford, and The Bruce High Quality
Foundation. A personal favorite is
Karma Juggler, an ink jet print by Do-
Ho Suh, who best known a sculptor.
This image in shades of red and pink is
a universe of concentric circles held up
by an Atlas, himself composed of the
same whirling worlds.

Stefanie Gutheil’s painting,
Katzen-Kotzen-Schwäntze, features an
equally playful but ruder cast of
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New Acquisitions and Prints from
the Kaminsky Family Foundation
Mana Contemporary in Jersey City, New Jersey

by John Mendelsohn

Kim Dorland, Untitled, 2011, oil on wood panel, 96” x 96”
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Oleg Dou, Mole (Cubs Series), 2011, C-print, 51-1/8” x 35” Stefanie Gutheil, Katzen-Kotzen-Schwanze, 2011, oil, fabric and hair on canvas in gold frame
with varnish, cast oil and polymer clay, 94 ½” x 94 ½”

Herman Nitsch, Schuttbild, 1994,
oil on jute, 78-3/4” x 118-1/8”,
60 Malaktion MWG, 2011,
acrylic on jute, oil on jute, acrylic
on T-shirt on wood, wood alters,
cement vases and flowers,
dimensions variable



characters. The putative humans are
vomiting in multiple colors (one of them
features four stacked heads), and the
cats, of course, are serene. Gutheil, a
German artist has used pigment, hair,
fabric, and a gold frame with small cast
figurines, recalls James Ensor’s mordant
images of psychic upset.

Paul Pretzer, an Estonian artist
who lives in Germany, has two
paintings that hark back to the
Northern European tradition of
representing the grotesque and death,
in his fairytale-like image of a spiky hay
creature, Huevoglefang, and in the
hanging bird, whose title translates as
Never Again Hoopoe.

The spookiness continues with
Oleg Dou’s two paintings from his Cub
series, Fawn 2 and Mole. The former is
self-contained little girl who is sprouting
horns. The later is another child whose
night vision or second sight is indicated
by a pale half-mask which seems part
of her face. Both images by this Russian
artist are painted with a cool realism
and are genuinely scary.

That same “life as a horror movie”
vibe is caught in Christian Vincent’s
untitled painting of a young man,

cloned dozens of times, panning for
gold. The yellow light, the repetition,
and the endless pursuit makes it all
appear like an updating of the
cautionary Greek fable of Narcissus –
searching for a heart of gold in the
endless image of the self.

The feminine makes its stylized
presence known in three works that
seem to aspire to the kind of grandness
associated with an earlier age. Kim
Dorland’s monumental figure lies on the
grass caught in the path of light, like
Diana flooded by Zeus’s sun shower.
Kaoruko is a Japanese artist, whose

looming pregnant figure stands out in
its detached whiteness against the
decorative patterns that surround her.
Yigal Ozeri, who is originally from Israel,
shows The Red Dress, a painting with
gold leaf and expressionist flourishes,
working in an mode that precedes his
more familiar photo-realist figures, one
of which is also on display.

In the Young Sophisticates
category mention must be made of
three artists’s work: Trudy Benson’s Red
Giant, an abstract cyclops of a painting
that energetically mixed circles, arcs and
looping lines; Brigit Brenner’s cryptic
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Christian Vincent, Untitled, oil on canvas, 2011, 120” x 96”

Paul Pretzer, Nie Wieder Wiedehopf, 2011, oil on
wood, 19-3/4” x 13-1/8”



cartoon-like relief collages with text;
and Kadar Brock’s Dmiufd, a layered
canvas, whose excavation by sanding
away the surface has broken through
the canvas to emptiness.
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Birgit Brenner, Kurz Vorher Schlief Sie Noch Mit Ihm, 2011, board, acrylic gloss, digital print, acrylic
paint and oil, 137-7/8” x 118-1/8”

Yigal Ozeri, The Red Dress, 1997, oil, gold leaf, and mixed media on canvas, 75” x 117”

Kaoruko, Aroma Mother Earth, 2011, acrylic, silk screen,
and sumi on canvas, 112” x 48”


